Transmission of calibration errors (input) by generalized transfer functions to the aortic pressures (output) at different hemodynamic states.
Aortic pressure waveforms are calculated non-invasively by applying generalized transfer functions (GTF) to tonometric radial pressure waveforms. Input errors mainly during acquisition and calibration of tonometric pressures are "transferred" to aortic pressure calculation. The present study aimed to quantify the proportion of specific input errors which is "transferred" by the GTFs in a wide range of hemodynamic conditions and for different error combinations in brachial systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) blood pressure measurements. Aortic pulse wave analysis was performed in 103 subjects (52 normotensive and 51 untreated hypertensive) by the SphygmoCor System. Each pressure waveform was initially calibrated by sphygmomanometrical brachial pressures. Isolated, parallel and reverse errors in brachial SBP/DBP from -10 to +10 mmHg were simulated, by recalibration of the recorded radial pressure waveforms, inducing specific "errors" of GTF-input values. For every recalculated aortic SBP and DBP, the difference from the initial estimated value was considered to represent the "transferred error" to the aortic pressure estimation. Parallel errors by +/-5 mmHg in both SBP and DBP resulted to an identical change in GTF-derived aortic pressures, as expected. When an overestimation in SBP by 5 mmHg and an underestimation in DBP by -5 mmHg occurred (reverse errors), almost 56% of this error (approximately 2.8 mmHg) was transferred. An isolated error in brachial SBP by +/-5 mmHg was transmitted by 76% ( approximately 3.8 mmHg) to GTF-derived aortic SBP. In subjects with mean blood pressure>117 mmHg or with heart rates<74 bpm, a greater percent of the calibration error was transferred to GTF-derived blood pressures. Input errors in brachial pressure values result in a quantifiable effect on transfer function output (aortic pressures). The percent of the "error transfer" by the GTFs depends on heart rate and BP levels, which should be taken into account when applying GTFs at populations with different hemodynamic conditions.